
last name DANILOV first name VLADIMIR code (i fany) 1203398

clate of '  birth 29.04 .197 4 place of birth Iasi F'ederation ROMANIA

lcderatron where cvent took place: ROMANIA
name of event:
International Chess Festival OPEN IASI

dates:  t0-18.05.2014 venue: Iasi type of event: Swiss
number of 'players: 214 ] number of FIDE Rated players: 206 number of rounds: 9
number of t-ederations represented: 37

FIDE Arbiter Norm Report Form FAI

Confidential Reporl: (Comments of Chief Arbiter, failin gthat Orgarizer)

These should refer to the Arbiter's knowledge of the Laws, the Pairing Rules used and
other regulations. Also his objectivity, ability to cope with any incidents that arose and
consideration for the protection of players from disturbance and distraction.

Mr. Danilov Vladimir has the knowledge and applies corectly the rules from the FIDE
Laws of chess and the Pairing Rules of the Swiss System.
He has the necessary objectivity and the abilify to avoid the incidents from the playing
atea.

Recommendation:
The Arbiter's performance was of the required standard for:
FIDE Arbiter

Name IA Chiri la Radu-Catal in Signature U9-;=-
Posi t ion Chief  Arb i ter Federation ROU Date 18.05.2014
Name of Authenticating FedeStion of cial Iacoban Sorin Avram, President RCF'- " ' '  ' r '

Signature /t A Date 19.05.2014
tu/  l r ' lF

The organizer is responsible for providing the above certificate to each
the opinion of the Chief Arbiter has qualified for a FIDE Arbiter
requests it befbre the end of the tournament. If the certificate is forthe
shor"rld be based on the judgment of a previously authorized official
possible, be an International Arbiter, failine that aFIDE Arbiter.

Arbiter who in
norm and who
Chief Arbiter it
who should. if

When applying for the FA title, the
the Tournament Report form (IT3)

applicant's federation must attach to this form
and a copy of any appeals decisions.


